DARTS-IP’S GLOBAL PATENT CASE LAW DATA IS NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH PATSEER’S PATENT RESEARCH PLATFORM

(April 24, 2018) - Gridlogics and Darts-ip are pleased to announce a new partnership, which will provide users of Gridlogic’s patent research platform PatSeer’s integrated access to global patent litigation data, sourced from Darts-ip’s case law database.

Patent portfolios are global and so are patent disputes, hence, patent professionals require a global view. Whether applying for a patent or preparing litigation, having a comprehensive overview of the case law related to a patent family is crucial. Darts-ip will provide its unique case law data and litigation history with PatSeer search results, providing users integrated access to patent text and case law information.

“We are pleased to partner with Darts-ip for their worldwide patent litigation information. PatSeer users can now accurately identify the patents that are litigated or opposed in any technology area of interest and leverage this information in their IP strategies”, said Manish Sinha, Chief Technology Officer at Gridlogics.

This cooperation will increase the patent information delivered with each PatSeer search. In addition to the full patent text provided by PatSeer, search results will include an indication of litigious cases, if any, in existence for a patent family. Users will be able to navigate to Darts-ip’s dedicated page to view the continent they took place in and the type of action (judicial/administrative/arbitration).

Darts-ip community members who run searches through PatSeer will not only be able to see if a patent family is litigious, but have direct access to all the relevant litigation history on Darts-ip.

“By combining our resources, Darts-ip and PatSeer provide users with the most comprehensive and up-to-date information regarding the status and strength of patents of interest in their field. For example within a Freedom-to-Operate: PatSeer’s highly developed patent research platform allows you to efficiently identify relevant patents, while Darts-ip reveals information as to whether these patents have been enforced, challenged, amended or even revoked in court”, commented Eric Sergheraert Darts-ip Legal Patent Manager.

The technical integration and rollout are effective immediately. PatSeer queries will now include a notification, when available, indicating the presence of a litigious case around a patent family. Darts-ip community members enjoy a full access to the patent text and case law documents.

About Gridlogics
Gridlogics is a leading provider of products and custom software solutions for patent research, management, data analysis and project management. Their products are in use by more than 3500+ users across 30 countries in corporations, law firms, service providers and even technology start-ups. They leverage the latest techniques in information retrieval, data mining and visualizations to help clients globally in deriving actionable intelligence from the masses of patent data. Gridlogics has two flagship offerings for patent professionals - PatSeer and Patent iNSIGHT Pro. PatSeer holds the world’s most comprehensive full-text patent collection and provides solutions for patent research, knowledge management, competitive intelligence, licensing and IP monetization. Gridlogics has also worked and built custom IP solutions for intellectual property teams in leading technology companies and have a track record for successful custom solution delivery and support.

For more information visit: www.gridlogics.com | www.patseer.com | www.patentinsightpro.com or contact sales@patseer.com
About Darts-ip
Darts-ip is the global intellectual property ("IP") cases & analytics provider. With over 3 million cases gathered from over 3000 courts worldwide, Darts-ip is the global reference in IP case law. Darts-ip unveils insights that were previously unavailable on cases, companies, IP portfolios, and technologies to support legal and business strategies on a global scale. It took ten years to collect, analyze and build the right platform for users to access and benefit from millions of court documents from all over the world. Darts-ip covers all main IP domains with patents, trademarks, design & models, domain names, copyrights, and unfair competition. Over 30.000 Lawyers, attorneys, corporate counsels, but also judges and examiners from around the world rely on its services to strengthen arguments and be more confident in their choices. Darts-ip cases information is uniquely structured as data is extracted from each individual decision by the combined efforts of our machine learning algorithms and our IP specialists.

For more information visit www.darts-ip.com or contact us at news@darts-ip.com
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